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Abstract

Purpose – This paper evaluates issues of different scripts in the same record (in MARC21 and Chinese MARC(CMARC)) and Chinese internal codes (i.e. double byte character set) when implementing Koha. It also discusses successful efforts in promoting the adoption of Koha in Taiwan, particularly, the contributions from Koha-Taiwan.

Design/methodology/approach – A Koha CMARC/MARC21 testbed was set up to discuss issues of multi-scripts and Chinese internal codes when implementing Koha, and to determine to what extent the various features of CMARC which are not present in MARC21, such as linking fields, can be supported in Koha and what is required to implement them if they are not available.

Findings – In contrast to Western characters, Chinese internal codes cause extra work, as special programming for character conversion is required when working with Koha. This situation is commonly seen in Asian countries such as China, Japan, and Korea. This paper recommends implementing CMARC, MARC21 or even any other types of MARC format in Koha with strong commercial-level support.

Practical implications – Koha-Taiwan serves Koha Chinese users around the world. A successful Koha-Taiwan could be a model around the world.

Originality/value – In recent years, the concept of implementing an open-source library management system is coming to the fore. In Taiwan, the local-based commercial library system covers more than one quarter of the library system market in academic libraries because the company provides better tailor-made support, mainly in scripts and multiple internal codes, than do western-based commercial
library systems. Evaluations and conclusions from this paper will be useful to countries where multi-scripts and double byte character set are issues.
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1. **Background**

1.1 **MARC and its descendants**

The ability to process characters with diacritics is an important aspect of library automation and information retrieval systems in many parts of the world. Computers were developed in the western world (mainly in the UK and the US) where the basic character set of Latin characters without diacritics is predominantly used and there are no non-Latin characters represented. However, one needs to know if élève will retrieve élève or not. One needs to be able to distinguish between évele and élève. The situation becomes even more complex with non-Latin alphabets. The UNICODE character set has been developed for this purpose.

Library automation software uses a number of standards which are almost universally applied across the library world so every library system should incorporate them. One of these standards, arguably the most important as it allows the sharing of records created in one library around the rest of the world, is MARC (Machine-Readable Cataloguing). Unfortunately, it has various dialects, one of which, UNIMARC, is used around the world. In Taiwan, a sub-dialect of UNIMARC, Chinese MARC (CMARC), is the most widely used machine-readable format among libraries. Another sub-dialect of UNIMARC, China MARC (CNMARc), is the most widely used machine-readable format in mainland China and since it derives from UNIMARC it is closely related though has been developed independently. The most common dialect of all is that developed originally by the US Library of Congress as LC MARC, later known as USMARC and now known as MARC21. All Library Management Systems (LMS) open-source software (OSS) packages are likely to implement this format. CMARC and USMARC/MARC21 are two formats used for Chinese/Japanese/Korean and western materials in Taiwan’s library community.
The Chinese MARC format was first published in 1982 based on the structure of UNIMARC. It is the goal of the Chinese MARC Working Group (1981) to always keep aligned with international standardisation. The third edition of CMARC was published in 1989, and was adopted by most LMSs at that time. Even till now, the third edition is still the most widely used MARC format because it is integrated into the data structure of the LMSs which are commercially available in Taiwan. The latest edition is CMARC 4th edition with update 2001. The major change of the updated 2001 version is to replace the Linking Entry Block (4xx) with an equivalent Related Title Block (5xx). The conversion specifications from CMARC to MARC21 were completed later with the aim of bibliographic records exchange with national or international bibliographic networks such as OCLC.

1.2 OSS and KOHA
The LMS environment has changed considerably over the last few years. A recent trend has been to develop OSS LMSs. Libraries turn to OSS solutions mainly because several OSS library management systems, such as Koha, have been considered modern and mature systems that would fulfil libraries’ needs such as:

- OSS are more open to customisation to meet the special demands of libraries;
- OSS features emerge from the user community that have contracted or developed and contributed to them so that other libraries can use and benefit from them.
- Libraries using OSS have more support options than those using proprietary software (Breeding, 2007).

Koha was originally developed for use with MARC21 which is used around the English-speaking world. In the following section, we will discuss the implementation of CMARC on Koha to evaluate to what extent the various features of CMARC which are not present in MARC21 such as linking fields (e.g. the methodologies for linking from a record of a serial to its later or earlier titles) can be supported in Koha, and what is required to implement them if they are not available.

The Koha system was originally developed for the Horowhenua Library Trust in New Zealand by Katipo Communications in 1999. Koha was implemented at the Nelsonville Library (Athens County, Ohio) late in 2003. According to Breeding (2008b), Koha ranks as the first full-featured open-source LMS and serves the most number of libraries, mainly public libraries in the US. In the UK, the first Koha implementation experience was in 2008 at the Royal London Homoeopathic Hospital (Bissels, 2008). In Taiwan, there are currently about 10 libraries using Koha, with the majority of them being primary schools in rural areas. The library school at Fu-Jen
Catholic University has incorporated the Koha system into its courses on library automation systems as a tool for course practicals.

1.3 Koha community in Taiwan and Asia
Koha-Taiwan was initiated by Professor Chingchen Mao in September 2005 with the aim of developing, maintaining, and promoting Chinese Koha. By 2010 Koha-Taiwan (2010) was based in a Google Group and had 58 registered members, and also had its own website (http://koha-tw.org) maintained by the National Center for High-performance Computing, National Science Council, Taiwan. Starting in 2006, Koha-Taiwan continues to release Chinese Koha initially with version 2.2.9 and more recently with version 3.0.1.

Koha-Taiwan serves Koha Chinese users around the world. It also is the only Koha community that currently has been developed in Asian countries. At the time of writing (May 2010), feedback and messages from all over the world have cumulated to a total of 1198. Concrete technical contributions from Koha-Taiwan include:

- ‘chinesization’ of the Koha interface which required over 90,000 characters in both traditional Chinese and simplified Chinese;
- consolidating CMARC tags and integrating it with Koha tags;
- developing the Koha Chinese Z39.50 environment;
- upgrading Koha Chinese searching ability;
- simplifying Koha installation process;
- composing Koha Chinese operations manual.

1.4 Library management system marketplace in Taiwan
Taiwan is an independent island off the mainland of China with a population of just over 20 million and an area of 36,000 km². Politically, it suffers a certain level of isolation but, technically and in the sphere of education, it has links with all the major industrialised countries. University libraries purchase appropriate LMS as could be found in the rest of the world according to their budgets.

Breeding (2008b) indicated the universal situation that few libraries see the need to replace their working systems because libraries are expecting to acquire next-generation interfaces which will support libraries to manage growing collections of electronic resources, and at the same time because of the advantages of OSS LMSs which challenge strictly the traditional licensing models. This is also true in the library automation system marketplace in Taiwan; many LMSs used in academic
libraries are not able to support UNICODE to manage multi-lingual bibliographic records. The decision of selecting a satisfactory LMS would therefore focus on whether the LMS is open, scalable, and the degree of support of LMS customisation (Ke, 2008). Figure 1 shows that the local-based commercial library system TOTALS II covers more than one quarter of the library system market in major academic libraries in Taiwan. The key reasons for this are library budgets and customer satisfaction. The local-based library system company provides better tailor-made support, mainly in scripts and multiple internal codes, than do western-based commercial library systems.

Take in Figure 1

**Figure 1.** Automation systems installed in the academic libraries in Taiwan (Breeding, 2008a)
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These graphs indicate what automation systems are used by Academic Libraries in Taiwan based on information recorded in the lib-web-cats database.

**Automation Systems Installed**

Counting by Library organizations

- **ALEPH 500**: 4 (5%)
- **Dynix**: 1 (1%)
- **Horizon**: 11 (13%)
- **Innopac**: 1 (1%)
- **Locally developed**: 1 (1%)
- **Millennium**: 18 (21%)
- **Spydus**: 11 (13%)
- **TOTALS II**: 1 (1%)
- **Unknown**: 27 (31%)
- **Unica**: 8 (9%)
- **Virtua**: 2 (2%)

| Total number of libraries: 67 |

2. **A Koha CMARC/MARC21 testbed**

The testbed we are working with is to take Koha as our library system to examine the various features in the MARC formats; that is, CMARC and MARC21. The platform of the testbed is Koha 3.0 with operation system Linux kernel 2.6.24 environment. In the testbed, 100 each of CMARC and MARC21 bibliographic records provided by the National Center for High-performance Computing Library were tested.

The testbed was built to examine mainly three levels:

- the importing of MARC records. To examine if it was properly done when importing MARC records into the Koha system.
the integrity of the records after being imported. To examine if bibliographic data could be displayed properly after importing into Koha system.

to what extent the various features of CMARC which are not present in MARC21 such as linking fields can be supported in Koha and what is required to implement them if they are not available.

2.1 Defining Koha framework

Figure 2 displays the work flow of the testbed, and we will discuss some important steps of the work flow. Before putting Koha to work, we defined the MARC fields and subfields framework using tools provided by the Koha system. Presently, Koha officially provides default MARC21 and UNIMARC templates.

Take in Figure 2

Figure 2. Flowchart of the Koha testbed
It is possible to redefine the cataloguing framework according to the practices of the library. The Koha-Taiwan team has developed a free CMARC template which is currently used in most Koha libraries in Taiwan. A redefining example in CMARC below in Figure 3 shows on the left the default Koha CMARC, and in the example of the right, a subfield $s$ (Dynasty) has been redefined in Field 700 (Personal Name - Primary Responsibility), and so is displayed in the catalogue record. The data in subfield $s$ remains in Koha even without being redefined.

Take in Figure 3

**Figure 3.** Redefining Koha framework in CMARC

In the testbed, we defined the testbed to be based on the CMARC 4th edition with update 2001 and MARC21 1999 edition with update 2008.

### 2.2 Importing MARC records

We encountered no difficulty in importing bibliographic records in the two MARC formats except that the default encoding system in Koha is UNICODE (i.e. UTF-8 here), and in Taiwan, the most accepted internal codes are Chinese Character Code for information Interchange (CCCII) and the ‘Big5’. Special programming is required here in order to import the Chinese bibliographic records into Koha and display the data properly. We will discuss the process of special programming later in this Section.

An example of CMARC importing data is shown in Figure 4. Clicking the far right end Bib numbers, the system will show the MARC records.
Take in Figure 4

**Figure 4. CMARC records**

**Manage Staged MARC Records › Batch 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File name</th>
<th>nroc_0513_marc.iso</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>cmarc (none)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staged</td>
<td>2016-02-11 08:05:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>staged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching rule</td>
<td>No matching rule in effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action if matching record found</td>
<td>create_new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action if no match found</td>
<td>create_new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item processing</td>
<td>always_add</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**New matching rule**

- Do not look for matching records

- Add incoming record

**Import into catalog**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Match?</th>
<th>Bib</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>史前原始社會 金屬器 (5773042259)</td>
<td>imported</td>
<td>no_match</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>未分類: 見著者 (5775006552)</td>
<td>imported</td>
<td>no_match</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>風景攝影的藝術 林家祥著 (577321468X)</td>
<td>imported</td>
<td>no_match</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>卡內華人語文公式 優等 卡內華著 (5773592564)</td>
<td>imported</td>
<td>no_match</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>語言與人生 明川 (577320372-3)</td>
<td>imported</td>
<td>no_match</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>哲學史 新華書局 平易 robert w. hawking (5775260320)</td>
<td>imported</td>
<td>no_match</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>分子的世界 日本分子科學研究會編集編集 (577308814)</td>
<td>imported</td>
<td>no_match</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>黃金時代 王樹民著 (5773208814)</td>
<td>imported</td>
<td>no_match</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>預報製圖 林宗義著 (5775854941)</td>
<td>imported</td>
<td>no_match</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>臺灣熱門旅遊去處 戶外生活雜誌出版社編輯組編著 (5779475373)</td>
<td>imported</td>
<td>no_match</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 MARC view and simple view

Bibliographic data can be displayed in the MARC format, in simplified form, or in ISBD format, in both the librarian interface and the OPAC. Before viewing, we defined display formats of fields and subfields. In Figure 5, a CMARC record displays three options of viewing: Normal View, MARC View and ISBD View.

Take in Figure 5

**Figure 5.** ISBD view of a CMARC record

2.4 Language encoding and conversion

It is essential to have knowledge of the encoding system before working on the Koha system. ISO 2709 (2008) defines the length of fields, yet the length varies due to the characters. For example, Chinese characters coded using the Big5 take 2 bytes, and CCCII take 3 bytes which is different from Western characters, and this causes extra work – i.e. special programming for character conversion, when working on Koha. This situation is commonly seen in other Asian countries, such as China, Japan and Korea.

One of our authors Tsai (2007) developed the conversion programming, and we explain the process as below.

Step 1: capturing data. This covers capturing data of field tags, subfield tags and coded values according to the character length and control characters as prescribed in the ISO 2709 standard.

Step 2: converting character encoding. This is done by consulting original text encoding, and applies tools iconv or Perl Encode to convert double byte character set such as Big5 into UNICODE character encoding format UTF-8.
Step 3: redefining. This is done by consulting ISO 2709 to redefine character length of field tags and subfield tags and coded values in the leader.

Step 4: writing conversion result. Saving the new MARC leader, field tags, subfield tags, and coded values into the iso file.

In the testbed, we tested two MARC formats and proved that libraries need to define the MARC framework before importing their data, and the result showed that there is no difficulty for any MARC formats to work on Koha properly.

3. Comparison and evaluation
There are many subtle differences between all the MARC formats, but they are all very closely related to each other because they all act as a carrier for Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR) and other closely related ISBD-based rules.

As CMARC is derived from UNIMARC, it inherits a more logical tag hierarchy ordered by function. After the coded identifiers/standard numbers and coded data elements (MARC21 begins with codes and follows with identifiers), we find description (ISBD), notes (as in ISBD), linking (which probably follows notes because the traditional output of a link is a note) subject, and then at 700 name access points. Individual tags within the blocks are different. However, these distinctions are in many senses trivial. More importantly, as far as compatibility is concerned, are issues relating to granularity at the subfield level and the methods of linking. As far as implementation of software is concerned, the two features which need to be tested for individual implementation are linking techniques and coded data fields.

Linking is a complex activity. Coded data fields are intricate as far as data entry is concerned. That is because the fields require careful counting of codes to enter and to avoid this being onerous we need a tailor-made entry methodology. Coded fields are important for multi-lingual multi-script functions. Web browsers often attempt to identify scripts and languages in their text and make use of coded data so that the language can more easily be identified. The same holds true for catalogue records. If a system cannot deal with a script, there needs to be transliteration with appropriate information to enable conversion in a system where it is available and to permit information retrieval.

3.1 Comparison
3.1.1 Coded data fields
We tested Coded Data Fields, that is, fixed-length fields, in CMARC on fields 100, 105, 110, 115, 116, 117, 120, 121, 125, 129, 140,141, and in MARC21 on field 007 and 008. We discovered that in the basic Koha system only the default Coded Data Fields 100 and 105 with subfield $a in CMARC are found, as shown in Table I, yet full subfields in 007 and 008 in MARC21 were defaulted shown in Figure 6 by clicking the icons in the far right end.

Take in Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tagfield</th>
<th>tagsubfield</th>
<th>Data elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>General Processing Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>Monograph Coded Data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Take in Figure 6

**Figure 6.** Cataloguer’s screen of 007 and 008 in MARC21

In the CMARC implementation, the rest of the default subfields of coded data fields are not present by default. This implies that systems librarians need to enable the subfields by redefining the Koha system framework when working with CMARC, whilst all the subfields of Coded Data Fields are available if MARC21 has been used.
For technical support terms of view, this is an advantage of MARC21 when implementing Koha into libraries because not much extra work is needed.

3.1.2 Linking fields
When testing linking fields on the two MARC formats, we discovered that the Koha system does not include by default the linking fields required by any of the two MARC formats. For example, there does not exist the 5xx series of fields in the CMARC default set of fields (in the latest edition of CMARC, the 4xx fields are replaced with the 5xx for the purpose of linking methodology). Users must enable these fields through redefining the framework. It is surprising that these fields are not included but it may be that institutions using Koha do not need linking fields if displaying library catalogue records in an OPAC is their aim. Another possibility is that libraries which do not have many serials or do not use Koha for their serials would find linking fields unnecessary. This situation also is found in some countries that use UNIMARC and do not use linking fields. We believe there are alternative techniques for these to be operational, that is, more programming work would be needed in developing linking mechanism in Koha for any of the MARC formats.

The function of linking fields in Koha is realised mainly through ‘Value-builder’. This function is designed to connect instantly relevant bibliographic data together. Librarians could therefore select appropriate data into the library system. Taking the example of CMARC, define firstly cmarc_field_5xx.pl to subfield 505$a (Title), then the Value-builder function will link subfield 505$a to one of these three subfields: 200$a or 225$a or 500$a. The Koha system also allows users to redefine the linking framework according to an institution’s practices if the default function does not meet the institution’s need. Furthermore, in CMARC, field 530(Continues), 534(Absorbed) and its subfields also execute Value-builder. Below is an example of CMARC Value-build of bibliographic record 64 in the Koha system. In Figure 7, a cmarc_field_5xx.pl was defined to 530$a (Title). In Figure 8, we see the change history of Title of record 64 through connecting the old title subfield 530$a to the new title in MARC bibliographic record 64 (營業通訊). But then later, it was merged into 544$a 財稅研究月刊.
Take in Figure 7

Figure 7. cmarc_field_5xx.pl was defined to 530$a (Title)

Take in Figure 8

Figure 8

3.2 Evaluation
As discussed earlier, CMARC has a more logical tag hierarchy ordered by function than MARC21, yet from a library systems point of view, MARC21 stands in a better position to be applied in the Koha system than CMARC. This is because in MARC21, the most important coded data are designed in 007 and 008, and subfields in the two fields are all defined, while in CMARC, the coded data are spread into more than 10 fields, and more than 90% of their subfields are not defined. Perhaps this explains the reason why the Koha system has grown steadily in the US market more than in any other area in the world.

From their own point of view, institutions which have sufficient technical support might not opt to apply an open-source LMS, but for institutions that do not have sufficient technical staff, and wish to use an open-source LMS, MARC21 could be the first option when considering Koha system because not much extra work is needed when working on coded data fields as discussed earlier in the Section. As to linking fields, although all linking fields are not found in the Koha default subfield, whether institutions can still redefine these accordingly depends on cataloguing policy as well as an institution’s technical support arrangements.

The US Koha market has demonstrated a rather successful business model in LibLime, a division of the PTFS (Progressive Technology Federal Systems) company which, according to its website (http://www.liblime.com/about) “is the library community's most trusted provider of open-source solutions”. LibLime is a company which supports Koha in the same way that traditional LMS companies support their own products. Therefore, we can conclude that implementing CMARC, MARC21, UNIMARC or even any other types of MARC formats in Koha along with strong commercial-level-support is our recommended solution.

3.3 Issue of double byte character set

The double byte character set is commonly known as internal code specification in Asian countries, for instance, Big5 and CCCII in Taiwan, GB 18030-2000 in China, s-jis in Japan and ksc-5601 in Korea. There are around 54,000 CCCII codes, and around 13,000 Big5 codes. Although the library community in Taiwan uses Big5 and CCCII for the Chinese bibliographic materials, the two codes have their own problems. Big5 is popularly implemented in the personal computer and industry sectors, yet it has insufficient characters for libraries to use in terms of maintaining their bibliographic data or patron records. Libraries add characters due to the shortage of Big5 without being compatible with what other institutions are doing, and this causes a severe problem, that is, data cannot be exchanged among libraries because of
the characters the libraries have developed themselves. As to CCCII, mostly its users are found in the library sector rather than in the industry sectors. CCCII meets libraries’ need in large quantity of characters to maintain their bibliographic data, yet the major flaw is that the CCCII development team have never built up a good dialogue with LMS commercial companies, LMS users, and application software companies. Thus, not all the LMSs support CCCII due to the small market. According to Mao and Hsu (2006), among the 77 National Bibliographic Information Network (NBINet) member libraries in Taiwan, 38 of them use CCCII, 32 libraries use Big5, and only 7 libraries use UNICODE. It is obvious that UNICODE is a good solution to this chaos.

Converting data from Big5 to UNICODE is expected to have no problems since UNICODE is likely to include all the characters in Big5. To convert from CCCII to UNICODE requires more effort because the CCCII code set has the feature that many codes are mapped to the same identical character. In 2004, the National Central Library in Taiwan hosted an unofficial UNICODE Workgroup with the purpose of seeking a solution to the issues of multiple internal codes (Unicode Workgroup, 2006). The Workgroup covers 16 library members from sectors of higher education, research institutions, and LMS commercial companies. The Workgroup was formed with the mission to build up and maintain code mapping tables as a standard for data conversion from CCCII to UNICODE. Currently, the mapping tables have finalised two-way mapping tables including more than 50,764 mapping sets from CCCII to Unicode and more than 46,000 sets from UNICODE to CCCII. These mapping tables are expected to cover almost all characters that are frequently used. This achievement gives the library community in Taiwan a good start towards a future UNICODE environment.

4. Discussion and conclusion
Koha is a mature integrated library system with good merits. Koha provides default MARC21 and UNIMARC templates. This implies that Koha is designed to be used for MARC21 or UNIMARC. However there is no special provision for formats using multi-scripts like CMARC, JAPAN/MARC or Korean MARC which need special programming. For countries with a lower information technology development, enormous library system technical work is needed which is quite challenging and requires a certain level of computer expertise which is not often found in libraries in many developing countries.
Koha has a more successful implementation experience in terms of scale of adoption and commercial support in the US than in the Europe and Asia. Therefore, implementation of Koha remains a substantial growth market in the US where MARC21 is the main format in use. In the UK, although some libraries now use MARC21, some libraries still follow UKMARC which is more closely related to UNIMARC in the granularity of its fields, which probably is the main reason why Koha is only just starting there. If one wished to implement UKMARC in Koha, there would be a huge effort required to incorporate UKMARC fields and subfields, and it is unlikely that any UK library would wish to change their system now without converting to MARC21 at the same time. Since 2010 there has been a PTFS office in the UK which could support UK systems and this has been used within the library at the Royal London Homeopathic Hospital to enhance its Koha implementation (Bissels, 2010). However, academic libraries in the UK are slightly deterred from adopting open source because of a report prepared for the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) and the Society of College, National and University Libraries (SCONUL) which stated: “Key technological responses include development of open interfaces within a Service Oriented Architecture and developing Web 2.0 models. However, the implementation of an open source LMS is not yet regarded as beneficial” (Adamson, 2008). In Taiwan, although CMARC is closely intertwined with UNIMARC, the double byte character set issue could be potentially complex for both libraries and LMS/IT commercial companies. Currently, there is almost no commercial software company offering support to Koha users because of the small market. Instead, Koha-Taiwan has been giving full support to institutions which wish to set up Koha systems. This situation has been the case until very recently when a commercial software company called Shou Yang Digital Technology advertised a service to offer support to libraries.

It is our view that elements of a successful Koha support model in Taiwan involve efforts from several aspects. Firstly, the role of LMS/IT commercial companies that market, develop and support Koha community. As discussed in Section 3 the issue of double byte character set, although the Unicode Working Group in Taiwan has completed the mapping tables which cover nearly all characters what are frequently used, an ideal Koha commercial support contract would involve:

- the willingness to absorb the MARC format or bibliographic rules changes in the future;
- deliver efficient levels of services;
- meet a high level of customer satisfaction, particularly in the areas of multiple internal codes and Unicode support.

Secondly, as discussed in Section 1, it is important for the Koha community to grow
Koha as a more competitive LMS system than the proprietary commercial LMS systems in functionality, scalability and performance, particularly the next-generation interface. And this is the rationale for which the authors are currently undertaking a Chinese FRBRrized Koha prototype project with Web 2.0 concept. This includes an entity-relationship model based FRBR application function library called LibFRBR which will be used to convert existing records of different types of material into FRBRrized structures in Koha, and a new generation Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) display pattern and on new methodology of searching/retrieving bibliographic records. The FRBR-based systems will be well suited to Taiwan's Chinese Machine-Readable Cataloguing format and Chinese Cataloguing rules. We will test and implement it in a real Koha library when the prototype is ready, so that the results could contribute fruitfully to the community. Furthermore, we suggest that in order to increase market usage, Koha-Taiwan could start with school, public, and special libraries instead of academic libraries which have less room for Koha to promote. This is because school, public, or special libraries have far more limited budgets than academics, and open source LMS system like Koha could be their only option. Lastly, we suggest that Koha-Taiwan could put more effort in promotion including: 1) host workshops around the island targeting librarians, IT personnel, and LMS/IT commercial companies; 2) set up services advisory centres to support libraries remotely, such as the way in which Koha-Taiwan successfully helped University Library of Belize (2010) to set up the Koha system; 3) set up demonstration website to demonstrate functions of Koha system; 4) set up training courses for potential LMS/IT commercial companies around the island; 5) compose Koha manuals for various kinds such as reference manuals.

The growth of these merits discussed above in Koha system involves the users/volunteers distributions from over the world so that the broader community benefits. We expect more contributions from technology, management, and financial sides and that the Chinese Koha community to work together, then a shift from traditional library systems to Koha systems is highly expected. Furthermore, the difficult situation on double byte character set that has encountered in Taiwan is also very true in countries where double-byte is an issue. A successful Koha-Taiwan could be a model around the world.
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